2021 – 2022 GRADUATE ASSISTANT ROOM ASSIGNMENTS

Room 1008
Chloe Calvino – orchestra

Room 1038
Alexander Kuhn - choral
Anna Murcko – choral
Matthew Radford – choral tech.

Room 1064
Aaron Chung – Theory/AS
Connor Gibbs – Theory/AS
Andrew Juntonnen – Theory/AS
Matthew Lam – Theory/AS
Pamela Mason – Theory/AS
Zachary McDonald – Theory/AS
Rebecca Pollock – Theory/AS
Patricia Schuelke – History
Thomas Skoronski - History
Hayden Stacki – Theory/AS
Sierra Wojtczack- Theory/AS

Room 1066
Claudia Aizaga-Chavez- flute
Garrett Evans- saxophone
Pablo Gomez-Estevez - composition
Adam Har-zvi - composition
Joshua Heaney- saxophone
David Munro- oboe

Room 1068B
Alexander Davies - band
Kalin Mark - band

Room 1072
Carolyn Anderson – voice
Sandra Coursey – piano
Humay Gasimzadeh – piano
Mickey Miller – voice
Katherine Pracht-Phares – voice

Room 1074
Rachel Boehl – horn
Shelly Du – harp
Otavio Manzano Kavakama – cello
Anthony Marchese – cello
Keri Pierson – voice

Room 2012
Bradley Billmaier
Dylan Bretz

Room 3013
David Esselburn

Room 3015
Zachary Persico Jones

Room 3128
Tyler Browning – string methods
Ivana Butler – para voice
Dylan Guzik – general music
Mackenzie Hengler – field exp.
Lucy Kimbell – para voice
Kirby Leitz – ww techniques
Kirsten Nordland – para voice
Thomas Wheeler – brass tech.

Room 3130
Caden Bateman – non-major
Sarah Kindley – non-major
Ellen Messner – non-major
Timothy Parsons – music technology
Angela Schwartz – world music
Connor Scroggins–Music Technology
Shahrzad Talebi - composition
Kimberley Watson – non-major

Room 3154
Matthew Bourland – class piano
Timothy Butler – St. Pats
Derek Condo – All Saint’s
Anna Dimoula – class piano
Sotirios Kaimakmis – class piano
Jordan Karrigan – class piano
Ethan Millington – St. Al’s
Evanthia Panagou – class piano

Room 3156
James Barr – tuba studio
Sarah Curtiss – flute
Abby Cline – clarinet
Martha Hudson – oboe
Michael Goss – horn studio
Jane Kelly – trumpet studio
James O’Donnell – saxophone
Jules Shinkle – trombone studio
Mariah Stadel – bassoon

Curriculum Lab – 2119
Derek Condo
Benjamin Hellert
Ethan Millington
Joshua Tuttle

Brass Quintet
Jane Kelly – Trumpet
Michael Goss – Horn
James Barr – Tuba
Jules Shinkle – Trombone

Piano Accompanying
Xinlu Ai
Vivian Chan
Hongxi Han
Jorge Potyguara
Min-Shan Tsai
Yingge Wang
Zhiyi Zeng

String Quartet
Adrian Tellez – Cello
Lesley Rudin – Viola
Min-Han Tsai – Violin
Janell Preheim – Violin

Additional Assistantships
Nicholas Culver – Public Events
Eli Chambers - MACCM
Ashley Lewis – Trinity Piano
Lauren Nichols – Public Events
Cody Pepitone – Trinity Voice
Annabelle Pollard – Admissions
Amadeo Roberson – Admissions
–Learning Commons
– Learning Commons
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